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Than the Old Way
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W Farmers' prosperity started- when they discovered the 

value of time. When you woke up to the fact that your 
own time and your help’s time was the most valuable thing on 

the farm, you demanded labor-saving devices for nearly every 
job on the place. You gave up skimming by hand and demanded 

the improvement that the cream separator has brought. You gave 
up “toting water by the pailful," and installed a gasoline pump. You 

gave up nearly all the old ways that took so much time and devised new 
ways to accomplish thrice the results with less work.

But some of you still stick to the old expensi ve way of fence building.
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Here is an improvement in farm fence building that ranks in importance with the i fi

cream separator, the gas engine, and other indispensable farm helps.E
„ It does away with the back-breaking job of post hole digging. No longer need you dig 
a hole three times too big, plant a wooden post in it, fill up the hole, and then have the 

post rot to pieces in the course of a few years. With Standard Steel Fence Posts you can 
drive a line almost as easily as you drive a row of nails. With a boy to help you and a barrowful of these 
light, strong, fence posts you can cover three tirpes as much ground as in the old way.
You save money three ways. First : Standard Posts cost less to buy. Second ; You cut the labor cost of 
erecting them to one-third or less as compared with wooden posts. Third ; You never have to replace 
them. They never rot, and they cannot burn. Frost cannot lift them, worms cannot destroy them, ü
With the Standard Post hook supplied free by us, you attach Standard Fencing in a quicker, neater and 
far more effective fashion than you could by stapling wire fencing to wooden posts.
Adopt this modern economy when building your next fence.
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Steel Tube Fence Post and Wire Fencingm F

STANDARD WIRE FENCING is made for you in just the same way that 
you would make it for yourself if you owned a fence factory. The wire is full 
Government Standard No. q Gauge accurately and thoroughly galvanized.
Our exclusive knot, “the tie that binds," is a still 
further improvement over our original knot from 

_ . hich has been copied the device used on nearly all
" J other farm fence. By this improvement we secure a 

Gal curve which does not break nor injure the 
eg. We guarantee them rust-proof.
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x Fence Co., Limited
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FENCE CO., 
Limited! 

Woodstock, Ontario
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(Please send me your 
Ague price list, and speEal toiaei 
on Standard Tube Post
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